


HIT+RUN, The Originators of Live Screenprinting, was created 

in 2005 by Southern California artists Brandy Flower & Michael 

Crivello.  A product of the contagious enthusiasm they had seen 

at small silkscreening parties in their homes, HIT+RUN’s live T-shirt 

printing events quickly grew into the world’s premier live interactive 

screenprinting experience.  

Guests personally select their own combination and placement 

of designs on the shirt, with each graphic solely available during 

the one-time activations. Attendees personally interact in the 

screenprinting process on-site with the HIT+RUN Crew to create 

one-of-a-kind pieces of wearable art.

Appearing at over 2500 events around the globe, ranging from 

parties with Levi’s, Nike, Microsoft, Lexus, target, fox, 

vaNs, PePsi, tide, aoL, red BuLL and Mtv, the live screen 

printing is always the center of interest. Guests stand in awe for 

hours as the HIT+RUN Crew juggles a collection of rare imagery. 



Most HIT+RUN sessions generate silkscreened t-shirts, tote bags or 

posters, with past events also including custom name personalization 

and shiny metallic foiling on a variety of  bandanas, hoodies, 

sweatshirts, aprons, neckties, jerseys, beer koozies, record jackets, 

underwear, jeans, patches & scarves. 

With multiple teams based in LOS ANGeLeS, NeW YORk CITY, 

LONdON, MeLBOURNe, AUCkLANd, TeL AvIv, dUBAI & 

deTROIT, the HIT+RUN Crew travels easily across the globe 

with their magic mobile screenprinting studio.  All of their custom-

made silkscreening gear fits into standard suitcases to be easily 

transported and set-up anywhere in the world.

H+R has activated live screenprinting at trade conventions, 

music & film festivals, concerts, pop-up shops, viP lounges, 

private gifting suites, product launch events, in-stores, movie & 

television premieres, street fairs, art openings, birthday parties, 

anniversaries, bar mitzvahs and youth workshops. 
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AdIdAS
AdULT SWIM
AdvANSTAR
AMP eNeRGY
AOL
ASAHI
AT&T
BASe STATION
BeAM GLOBAL SPIRITS
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BLeeP
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SPRINT
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TIde
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TOPMAN
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UNIvISION
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vITAMIN WATeR
vOLkSWAGeN
vTeCH
WAX POeTICS
WeSTFIeLd
WOOdBURY UNIveRSITY
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Each HIT+RUN event is unique, most run typically 3-5 hours in 

duration.  Beforehand, HIT+RUN creates six unique silkscreens based 

on the event.  The client can provide final art or work with the H+R 

design team to come up with the perfect combination of imagery (at 

no extra cost). At the event, guests choose any combination of the 

six designs to create a custom item live-on-the-spot.  The garments 

are ready-to-wear and completed in under 1-3 minutes each.

All of the printing equipment, screens, ink, supplies and working 

Crew are provided in each package, although blank T-shirt costs 

are not included (due to individual needs & quantities).  Periodically 

the client will supply the garments, but H+R can also purchase any 

style and quantity of blanks.  HIT+RUN can acquire various brands 

of T-shirts, tote bags, poster stock and more.

One HIT+RUN printer can screen print approximately 75qty items 

per hour.  All of the equipment is hand-operated, safe, clean, 

compact and travels conveniently with no special load-in necessary.  
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S TANDARD :  Electricity requirements

TWO 15-AMP CIRCUITS (within 4 ft of printing area)

*FLASH DRYER: Each unit pulls 14.4amps (1600watts) of standard 110v electricity

+ +

• ELECTRICITY (see below)         • TWO TABLES (4 X 6f t  OR 4 X 8f t)         • AREA FOR T -SHIRT DISTRIBUTION          • LIGHT (night) OR SHADE (day)       R EQUIRES :

• SCREENPRINTING PRESS ( in black)         • FLASH DRYERS ( in white)        • WORKING CREW (x) IN CLUDES :

+

+
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COMPACT  :  Electricity requirements

ONE 15-AMP CIRCUIT (within 4 ft of printing area)

*FLASH DRYER: Unit pulls 14.4amps (1600watts) of standard 110v electricity

+

S IN GLE  :  Electricity requirements

ONE 15-AMP CIRCUIT (within 4 ft of printing area)

*FLASH DRYER: Unit pulls 14.4amps (1600watts) of standard 110v electricity
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COMPACTSINGLe STANdARd


